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I AM 
I am a universe born 
A new star being formed 
I am a star collapsing and dying  
And the stardust which is through space flying 

I am the planets around the stars revolving 
And the life on them forever evolving 
I am the comets through the cosmos zipping 
And the probes which are through them ripping 

I am the galaxies formed as the stars unite  
And the blasts of radiation when galaxies get too tight 
I am the dark energy which everywhere resides 
And the dark matter which in plain sight hides 

I am the lava, the seas, the mountain 
The thunder, snow and the rain 
I am that which animates the inanimate  
I am that which decides all fates 



PURPOSE 
We all need a purpose  
Big or small 
Something we believe in truly 
Something that pushes us stardust dolls 

Approach life with an aim 
Of skills you must master and tame 
But be careful to never do it for fame 
Remember life is but a game 

Discover in this life 
Something worth the strife 
Something as natural as breathing 
Therein you will find meaning 

What ignites your inner fire 
Leads to your innermost desire 
It’ll start small and slow 
Nurture it, watch it grow 

It might be hard to identify 
You’ll be bombarded by lie after lie 
The situation will turn bleak 
Only then you’ll find what you seek 

You’ll have raging doubts 
During life’s long droughts 
But have faith supreme  
NEVER abandon your dreams 



MIND  
Never is my mind 
Where it is supposed to be 
Always on the move 
Running away from me 

Between future and past 
Into that void it strays 
Hides in cold comfort 
While the present decays 

Unfaithful to thoughts 
Never stays long with one 
Hooking up with many 
Is its idea of fun 

Master of procrastination 
Doesn’t like to slog 
From task to task it jumps 
Like a hyperactive frog 

Rise above the mind 
Above everything it craves 
Remember, it is a bad master 
But an excellent slave  



FLAME 
Become like the flame 
Calm unwavering bonding 

Become like the flame 
Never reacting only responding 

Become like the flame 
Giving but never expecting 

Become like the flame 
Dispelling darkness with light  

Become like the flame 
Never giving up without a fight 

Become like the flame 
Burning till the end with all its might 

Become like the flame 
Illuminating both the wrong and the right 

Become like the flame 
Taking every moment as something new 

Become like the flame 
And let the flame become you 



BABIES 

Babies know the answer 
But you they’ll never tell 
For you have nothing they desire 
Nothing to them you can sell 

They can show you the way 
They point towards it all day 
Not a word they will say 
Learn from them if you may 

With innocence overflow their eyes 
Never do they ever utter a lie 
For them the world is a wonder 
With such grace they commit every blunder 

Their surroundings a playground 
Music every emanating sound 
Heavenly is everything they taste 
Never they seem to be in a haste 

They know nothing of the ego trick 
For hours they play with a brick 
They can still feel the magic 
When they grow up, its so tragic 



FALL 
On this journey of ours 
Don’t know where we’re headed anymore 
It is making me numb 
Leaving my heart sore 

How did you and I digress 
Leaving such a pile of mess 
Are we going through a test 
Or have we failed like the rest 

I’ve had my fair share 
Of raging fears and doubts 
But through it all I believed  
Our relationship was stout 

As a team I thought 
We’d overcome the struggles 
Have no need of the world 
Just a blanket to snuggle 

Push each other to our peaks 
Instead through the exit we try to sneak 
Because we let all the love leak 
Rendering each other meek 

All we ever need is a little faith 
To weather through it all 
For in love 
You don’t rise but allow yourself to fall 



MINE, ME, YOU & I 

Out of this world you are born 
Immediately you start claiming, screaming “mine” 
As you begin the slow hard process 
Of severing your connection with the divine 

You feel that, to you belong things 
There on you start craving it all 
You want to a buy a toy, you want a ball 
Hell you’d want to buy the mall 

We then move to stage two 
Where you invent the concept of “me” 
Begin identifying yourself as the possessor 
As you forget how to just BE 

As you continue to speculate 
World grows by one when you see 
In addition to all the things 
There is also the thing - ME 

Descending into your downward spiral 
You birth the concept of “you” 
Of “me” it is a reflection 
And you start perceiving the world anew 

Separation is then underway 
It starts that very day 
You believe that we are disconnected beings  
And the world begins to feel gray 

This brings us to the finale 
When you start believing in “I” 
Through this ill belief of yours 
You tell yourself the biggest lie 

Drawing the final distinction line 
To your fate you resign 
Forgetting that you are the divine 
And that everything always has been  
And always will be, just fine 



JOURNEY 
Let us go on a journey 
The greatest you will undertake 
You can go this instant 
No movement you have to make 

Sit very silently 
Abandon all notions 
Drop the latent tightness 
Restrict every motion 

Take a few deep breaths 
Allowing yourself to feel calm 
Gently close your eyes 
On your knees place your palms 

We’re now underway 
To  a place unlike any you’ll find 
One so immeasurable and mystical 
Your very own mind 

It’ll be easy to lose focus 
Don’t you go awry 
Let thoughts batter you senseless 
You just try, try, try  

March on with all your might 
Through the incessant mental noise 
Eventually it will disappear 
If you just maintain your poise 

Mind will be uncharacteristically blank 
Of serenity you will reek  
In this state so pure  
You shall find all the answers you seek 



WHY? 
Why this incessant need to become 
Why is it making me so numb 
Why can’t I just be 
Why do I need to figure out me 

Why do things all the time 
Why make this poem rhyme 
Why the constant need to self improve 
Why can’t I simply get into the groove  

Why can’t I sit still 
Why am I afraid of being run of the mill 
Why am I so restless 
Why do I let myself feel helpless 

Why can’t I let it all flow 
Why has it all become so slow 
Why this need to accomplish tasks 
Why the need to hide behind masks 

Why can’t I fill this gaping hole 
Why is it taking such a toll 
Why fill it with vice after vice 
Why not just go with the roll of the dice 

Why be a control freak 
Why do I not know what I seek 
Why be so impatient  
Why can’t I accept my limitations 

Why not let an uncertain future unfold 
Why do I no longer seem bold 
Why everything I must know 
Why can’t I just let go 

Why all these questions I keep asking 
When in my being I should simply be basking 



50 GATES OF REASON  
Probe the nature of reality 
Venture into your mind 
Think till you know nothing 
Till uncertainty puts you in a bind 

Swim the depths of the conscious  
There you’ll encounter the gate 
Held together by a question 
Answer you will have to state 

It is the gate of reason 
Only by seeking it is found 
Only by thinking broken down 
No matter how hard you pound 

Conjure up an answer 
Then appears the key 
Fling the gate wide open 
Don’t be troubled by what you see 

Ahead lies another 
Stronger than the first 
Do not let up, do not despair 
Through it, you must burst 

Like a battering ram 
Break down all gates fifty 
Reason, think, ponder 
Move through them swiftly 

Reach the end of infinity 
To the unanswerable question 
No gate, only an unending abyss  
Forcing you into regression  

Never think of turning back 
Even if the void makes you weep 
A storm will rage inside 
Into the abyss you will leap 



LIFE 
Be in love with life  
There will never be any strife  
In existence have trust 
Otherwise life is sure to rust 

When you completely surrender  
Universe responds in kind 
Just give in to it completely 
Meaning of it all you shall find 

The cosmos will strive  
If you put up a daily fight 
Head first you must dive 
Through every obstacle in sight 

Faith will carry only so far 
Yourself you must exhaust 
Tire out your soul 
Only then you won’t feel lost 

Make this commitment  
Let nature do the rest 
Stars will start aligning  
When you realize life is but a test 



THE ANSWER 
If you want the answer  
To the universe to life 
First you must realize 
An answer there can be none  
For the question is not right 

Life is not to be pondered 
Not to be analyzed  
Do not articulate it 
Beyond language it lies 

Life is pure action 
Movement so rhythmic 
Flowing, transforming, eternal 
Never it stays still 

Life is ridiculous so absurd  
Within no idea can it be compressed 
It is without explanations 
Without instructions 
Life is simply THAT 



ARTIST 
Artists never birth art 
Art gives birth to artists  

Artists never have ideas 
The big ones and the small 
Ideas choose the artist  
On them, they choose to fall 

When an artists lets go 
Allows it all to flow 
Drops the conscious  
Ideas trickle in slow 

Hide in the subconscious 
There they gather steam 
Condense like drops of water 
Gradually becoming a stream 

In the caves of the mind 
They grow and thrive 
Step out from the dark crevices 
Guided by the artist’s inner light  

With patience waits the artist 
Till the time is apt 
Watches the idea ripen  
Till then leaves it untapped 

In the form of inspiration 
Knocking on the gates of imagination 
Into art starts their formation 
Artist only ever lays the foundation 



SINGING UNIVERSE 
It is said in absolute silence  
You can hear the universe sing 
Listen with intent to the song 
Which pervades the world 
Electrifies it with a zing 

Melodies of the heaven 
Sounds of the divine 
Nature hears it loud and clear 
That is why the trees keep dancing  
That is how the insects persevere 

Noise of civilization 
Cacophony all around  
The glorious music in it drowns 
That is why you never dance  
That is how  
You ended up with that frown  



QUESTION 
 

       There is this question  
Eternal and old 
Instead of its answer 
Only lies have been told 

Why does life exist 
What is its role 
What is the purpose 
What is the end goal 

Ponder it deeply 
Drop all convictions 
Exploit your logic 
Restrict all emotions 

Answer will become obvious 
It will flood you with fear  
This is all for nothing 
That’ll be painfully clear 

Cocoon of meaning 
Will swiftly crumble 
World total chaos 
Utterly jumbled 

Stick with the question 
Let yourself be possessed 
Move beyond thinking 
There is more to this quest 

Guided by intuition 
Turn the question inside out 
Abandon reasoning  
Expunge all doubts 

Answer will become obvious  
It will flood you with bliss 
This is all for everything  
You judged amiss 



LET 
Let your breath move you 
Let it fill every space 
Let it roam freely 
Let it decide the pace 

Let your pulse move you 
Let it define the beat 
Let it set the tempo 
Let you and it accrete 

Let your thoughts move you 
Let them ideate 
Let them conjure worlds 
Let them culminate 

Let your spirit move you 
Let it assume control 
Let it decide action 
Let it make you whole 



LIZARD 
There sits on my wall 
A great green lizard 
Might not look much 
He is a zen wizard 

Remains motionless 
Yet fully aware  
Senses are sharp 
Has a piercing stare 

Moves only when 
The time is right 
Darts off quickly 
In majestic full flight 

He does not decide 
Lets the action appear 
Never any doubt 
His mind is always clear 

In this state of zen 
Sits the great green lizard 
Reeking of magic  
He is a fierce wizard 



HOW CAN YOU NOT SEE 
How can you not see 
There is beauty in all that is ugly 
Abundance in all the scarcity 

How can you not see 
There is peace within anarchy 
Divine within the ordinary 

How can you not see 
There is oneness hiding in duality 
Depth within the empty 

How can you not see 
There is seriousness in tomfoolery 
Genius within the crazy 

How can you not see 
There is calmness in the midst of frenzy  
Finite within infinity 

How can you not see 
There is meaning within absurdity 
Separation within unity 

How can you not see 
The power of three 
Maybe if you can just be 
Then you might just see 



%!&# 
It flows within 
It flows around 
Moving through everything  
To no one it is bound 

It flows fast  
It flows slow 
Where does it come from 
Where does it go 

Cannot be heard 
It makes no sound 
Still we march to its beat 
As if it is all around 

Cannot be seen 
Hides in plain sight 
We follow it blindly 
Succumbing to its might 

Cannot be touched 
It has no feel 
In the right doses 
All wounds it can heal 

Cannot be smelled 
Of nothing it reeks 
Facing its vigor 
Even death feels weak 

Cannot be tasted 
It has no flavor 
Every tiny bit of it  
Must still be savored 

Enough of the mystery  
I am running out of rhymes  
No more hints no more clues 
The answer is time 



ONLY WAY OUT IS IN 
Always in our heads  
We’re swimming in our thoughts 
Drowning in slowly  
Trying to connect life’s dots  

Instead of living life 
We live in our mind 
Hoping against hope 
That answers we will find 

Imprisoning ourselves  
In that safe space we hide  
But dots connect through action  
Answers lie outside  

Escape this mental prison 
Allow yourself to be free 
Life happens outside thought 
Is that so hard to see? 

You need to venture inwards 
To find the exit door 
Only way out is in 
It lies at your very core 



POETRY IS NOTHING 
Poetry is nothing   
But words that dance 
And words that sing 
Just give them a chance 
Pure joy they will bring 

Poetry is nothing   
But words that lie      
To show whats true         
It is easy to see 
If you take the cue 

Poetry is nothing   
But words singing a song 
Words setting a beat 
Read it as you sing along 
Swing as you tap your feet 

Poetry is nothing   
But words so wise 
And words that show 
How to see with new eyes 
A story you already know  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
        



MANY NAMES 
Dark gives birth to light  
Day brings forth the night 
Silence gives way to sound 
Only the lost are ever found 

Cold is a variation of hot 
Every line begins as a dot 
All geniuses are insane 
Only in loss there is gain 

Front brings forth the back 
White is the same as black 
Peace is achieved through strife 
In death begins new life 

Every right is a wrong 
The weak give rise to the strong 
Yang has always been yin 
We lose so that we may win 

Every opposite is the same 
We have just given them 
Many names 



WHAT IF THEY COME TRUE  

Few are those  
Who give their all 
Who manage to rise up 
After every fall 

Most are afraid 
So they never try 
Content on the ground 
Never aim for the sky 

Fear latches on tight 
Keeps us paralyzed 
What if our efforts 
Don’t yield what we’ve prized   

There is no guarantee 
You’ll succeed or fail 
Unless you take that first step 
You’ll never figure out your tale 

A mountain of doubts 
Stand in front of you 
What if my dreams fail 
What if they come true 



ALL IN PASSING 

Look around you 
It is all fleeting 
All in passing 
Wont keep repeating 

It has come together 
Only to dissipate 
Can’t stay long 
With death it has a date 

It all began  
So that one day it can end 
There’s only free-fall 
After the ascend 

No moment ever lasts 
It erodes like sand 
Savor it while you can 
It WILL slip from your hand 

It cannot be grasped 
To it you must surrender 
Become one with the moment 
To notice all its splendor 

Some might say its sad 
Some might call it tragic 
That nothing lasts forever  
That is why its magic 



FORGET 

Forget about 
Your house of cards 
Forget about 
Being on guard 

Forget about 
Everything you’ll lose 
Forget about 
Every heartbreak and bruise 

Forget about 
Phobias and fears 
Forget about 
The fake smiles and tears 

Forget about 
Hiding behind masks 
Forget about 
Questions you could have asked 

Forget about 
Crippling notions 
Forget about 
Suffocating emotions 

Forget it all 
Can you not see 
Only when you  
Forget it all 
Will you be free 



THERE ARE NO MISTAKES 

There are no mistakes 
They are lessons to learn  
A puzzle with a prize  
Which you’ll have to earn 

There are no mistakes 
Don’t put up a fight 
See them for what they are 
All bark and no bite 

There are no mistakes 
Why do you hold on tight 
Living in the past 
Is not going to make them right 

There are no mistakes 
Unless you repeat 
Then it is a mistake 
And it has you beat 



HOME 

Home is not the space 
Where you stay 
Where you come back 
At the end of the day 

It is not the place 
Where you’ve lived long 
Length has no meaning 
Home is where you belong 

Liberate yourself 
When this lesson you learn 
It is never a home 
If to it you must return 

He who thinks he has left home 
Has already come back 
Never will he be complete  
Feeling something always lacks 

It is an idea 
A thought in your mind 
It is not something  
You can simply leave behind 
Stop looking outside and home you will find 

Live in the now 
Make every moment your home 
Surrender to it 
So that unbound you may roam 



WORD CONSTIPATION 

All word alchemists  
Are vulnerable to a condition 
Some call it writers block 
I prefer word constipation  

Strikes without warning 
For no specific duration 
Words just wont come out 
There is absolute cessation 

The word-smith strains 
And the word-smith struggles 
But all in vain 
For there are no words to juggle 

Only by dropping all effort 
Does he gain insight 
Being out of his head 
He rediscovers how to write 

Writers don’t ever write 
Through them the words speak 
Words always find the writers 
There’s no need to seek  

Allow the words to flow freely 
Even if you are full of doubts 
Even if the words feel like shit 
At least they are coming out 



LISTEN TO MUSIC 

When there are too many questions 
Listen to music 
You won’t need any answers 

When you cannot find meaning 
Listen to music 
For life is a gig and we are dancers 

When you feel lost 
Listen to music 
In it, you will be found 

When pain takes over 
Listen to music 
Allow it to heal you with sound 

When you crave calm 
Listen to music 
It will put you in a trance 

When paralysis strikes 
Listen to music 
It will make you dance 

When you can no longer sing 
Listen to music 
You will find your voice 

When you are feeling blue 
Listen to music 
And without reason rejoice 

When you are listening to the music 
Listen only to the music 
Be completely submerged  

When you are listening to music 
Listen only to the music 
For it speaks the language of the universe 



THOUGHTS 

Why do you dart around  
Hunting your thoughts all day 
And when you do catch them 
Don’t they still run away 

Through all this mad sprinting  
What do you hope to find 
Thoughts leave behind no answers 
Only a breathless mind 

To regain all control 
Simply resist all urge 
Sit back and observe 
Unless your thoughts you wish to serve 

You are chasing shadows 
When each thought you follow 
Can’t you see it yet 
All your thoughts are hollow 

End this neurosis 
Stop, drop, take a pause 
You are a symptom of your thoughts 
You are not their cause 



CHOOSE LIFE 

Choose life 
Choose to be alive 
Take the plunge into its core 
Your very last dive 

Claim what is yours 
This life is all you’ll ever own 
Living is a skill, an art 
Something that you must hone  

Choose life 
Choose to breach your potential 
All else is a diversion 
Only this truly essential 

No greater disaster 
No greater waste 
Then a life whose limits 
One chooses not to taste 

Choose life 
Choose like you have no choice 
Drown yourself in living 
Every moment you’ll rejoice 

Offer sweat, blood, energy 
Be nothing less than you should be  
Do not try escaping life 
Where will you even flee 

Choose life 
Choose to live with zeal 
Your experience and intensity of living  
Is the only thing thats real 

Such a terrible sin 
To not even muster a try 
Such a beautiful tragedy 
To constantly fail, yet to choose life 
Till the day you die 



MOMENTS IN TIME 

These moments in time 
Your story they tell 
Etched in time 
Together life they spell  

These moments in time 
Not meant to last 
Born in the present 
They belong to the past 

These moments in time 
Are tiny specs of sand 
Grasp all you like 
Yet they slip from your hand 

These moments in time 
They cannot stay  
Like everything else 
Time washes them away 

These moments in time 
Never can they be captured 
Lose yourself to them 
By them be enraptured 

These moments in time 
They control life’s flow 
Live them unfettered  
Life’s secret they will show 

These moments in time 
They end before they begin 
Absorb every moment  
Allow them to seep in 

This moment in time 
Right now right here 
Disappear in this moment  
Before this moment too disappears 
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